The analytic structure of helicity amplitudes is -derived from basic analyticity properties. Previous UCRL-17 42 9 derivations relied on crossing properties and extra assumptions .
I. INTRODUCTION
The' problem of expressing scattering amplitudes in terms of functions of scalar invariants without introducing extra singularities has been solved by Heppl and Williams.
2 Their solution has a form that is not convenient, however, for many practical purposes. This is in part because it involves a reduction of the amplitude to its irreducible components.
Though such a reduction is in principle straightforward, it is in practice cumbersome. Moreover, the irreducible components, For many purposes the most convenient form of the scattering amplitude is in terms of helicity amplitudes.
The helicity amplitudes, like any others, become functions of scalar inva.riants when evaluated in the center-of-mass frame~.
This is because the components of the momentum vectors become " I functions of scalar invariants. However, the functions that express these components in terms of the invarIants have
-2-fnumerous kinematic singularities, which the amplitude itself is expected to inherit. 'Also~ the various rotations ~d boosts needed·to define the helicity amplitudes have kinematic singularities.
Thus the analytic structure. of the helicity amplitudes, considered ..
as functions of the scalar invariants, would be expected to b e " very complicated. It turns out, however, that most of-the singularities cancel, leaving the helicity amplitudes with reasonably simple analyticity properties. The purpose of ·the present paper is to show this.
The result is not new, having been obtained already by Hara J and Wang, 4, Their method is, however, circuitous. Rather than starting directly from the basic momentum-space analyticity properties, or equivalently from the analyticity properties deduced by Hepp and Williams, they base their conclusions on consistency with well-known crossing relations for helicity amplitudes. Since the crossing relations are themselves 'derived from the basis momentum-space analyticity properties, their procedure is evidently permissible. But it is roundabout. One would expect it to be simpler to work directly with the basic properties, and this is indeed the case.
There is a second reason for reconsidering the question.
The method of Wang makes essential us'e of an extra assumption.
This assumption is that if certain singular kinematic functions with zeros are divided out of the helicity amplitude, then the resulting function has no kinematic singularities in certain -3-variables. Any such singularities necessarily arise from a " failure of a generalized Legendre expansion to converge, and it is asserted that this is a dynamical, question. While this seems reasonable, it is not absolutely convincing, since we
do not yet fully understand the dynamics of elementary-particle systems. Thus it is not absolutely inconceivable that a kinematic singularity could cause the series to diverge. In any case the question arises whether this assumption is a dynamical assumption that goes beyond the basic analyticity, properties used by Hepp and Williams. We find that this extra assumption is not really needed.
An assumption essentially equivalent to the extra assumption of Wang is made also by Hara, who relies heavily on perturbation theory.
As in the work of Hara and Wang, only four-particle reactions are considered. It is further assumed that the two initial particles have unequal masses, and that the two final particles have unequal masses. The passage to equal mass limits has been discussed by Wang. The helicity amplitude is given by H = RS, (2.1) where S is the S matrix and R is a product of rotation operators Rj' one for each final particle. The center of mass frame is used and the z-axis is taken to lie along the . direction of one of the incoming particles. The helicity ~l of this particle is just the z-component of its spin. The other incoming particle has helicity ~2' which is minus the z-component of its spin. The two fin~lparticles move in the x-zplane, the first moving in the direction e, the is the y component of the spin vector J j acts in the spin space of the final particle j.
The S matrix .is related to the M functio~ by5
-5-
where B is a product of boosts, one for each particle. We work in the representation Where all indices are either lower dotted or lower undotted. For a particle associated with a lower~dotted index the boosts for particle j in terms of its covariant veloc1 ty v j ,,; p J mj is expressed Consider first a system consiSting of one spin-~ particle and one spin-zero particle. Then the boosts B j take the form t . ' -6-<1.
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The rotation matrix R f has
where the sign is minus for A -~ = -1 and plus otherwise.
The basic analyticity assumption is that the M functions' are analytic functions of the components of the momentum vectors, except at dynamical singularities. 5 It follows from this, and
Lorentz invariance" that M can be written in the form 7 ,8 (2.14) where
....
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(2.15) This proof is only for the simplest case of a spin-! particle scattering on a spin zero particle .. Yet it allo\vs us to immediately conclude that the result holds also in general: If the two initial masses are different and the two final masses are different then the four-particle helicity perhaps on ¢ = ~ and at dynamical singularities .. To get the general_result, one merely observes that at ¢ lo the higher-spin particles are kinematic~ly equivalent to sets of spin-~'particles combined by Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.
That is, as long as the phys~cal vectors provide a nonsingular set of basic vectors, one may pass freely between 'the two forms by using' Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The' fact that the spin-~ particle parts are 'analytic at s = 0 then implies that the entire function is analytic at s = 0., The technicalities are given in the appendix.
• " ..... Applying to each spin ~ particle the manipulation that led to Eq. (2.14) one obtains
is the matrix element of the rotation operator is the velocity of this particle. There is a similar factor "for each final spin-~ particle.
The helicities A. a satisfy where is the helicity of particle j, and .,the j on the left represents the set of indices referring to the spin ~ particles that form particle j. The vi.tal property ofF. Parity-conserving amplitudes are defined by
where the numbers N f -and Ni -defined in Eq.' (~.5f are regarded as! operators in Eq. (3.9). The next to last line in Eq. (3.9) follows from the fact that a term of F having N. ..
-17-+ to 'F, and both odd for terms contributing to F-.
Consider first the singularities at sums and differences of the initial particle mass. These are contained in the factor
The cases BB, FF, and FB, for which the two initial particles are bosons, fermions, and one of each, are considered separately.
Bearing in mind that N i -is even for + -F but odd for F, one immediately sees that the square-root singularities for the various cases are as follows:
where in the FB case the fermion is particle a. If the factor indicated in Eq. , -21-.
The singularities of R(e) at ¢ = 0 4· are given by The right side is essentially the same as that of Eq. (4.1).
The apparent differences comes from the fact that A. is minus the ~ component of spin at e cos'2 = o.
Using again the fact that any product of matrices having the sirigularity structure of Eq. (4.1) also has this singularity stru'cture, we see that, apart from dynamical singularities, the function is regular ins and t at points of ¢ = 0 where W is not equal to zero or to sums or d.lfferences of masses. The 'rotation operator RA A (e) is given by the identical . 
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